A typed model of strategic rewriting with coverage of generic traversals is developed. The corresponding calculus o ers, for example, a strategy operator 2, which applies the argument strategy to all immediate subterms. To provide a typeful model for generic strategies, one has to identify signature-independent, that is, generic types. In the present article, we restrict ourselves to TP|the generic type of all Type-Preserving strategies. TP is easily integrated into a standard manysorted type system for rewriting. To inhabit TP, w e need to introduce a left-biased type-driven choice operator , & . The operator applies its left argument corresponding to a many-sorted strategy if the type of the given term ts, and the operator resorts to the right argument corresponding to a generic default otherwise. This approach dictates that the semantics of strategy application must be type-dependent to a certain extent.
Introduction Strategic rewriting
Several frameworks for rewriting o er means to describe strategies as opposed to frameworks which assume a xed built-in strategy for normalisation evaluation. Strategies are supported, for example, by the speci cation formalisms Maude 14,7 and ELAN 3,4 . Also, the -calculus 5 is very suitable for the de nition of strategies. The programming language Stratego 20 based on system S 21 i s e n tirely devoted to strategic programming. The idea of rewriting strategies goes back t o P aulson's work on higher-order implementation of rewriting strategies 18 . Strategies are useful to describe evaluation and normalisation strategies, e.g., to control rewriting for some rewrite rules which are not con uent or terminating when considered as a standard rewrite system. Strategies are particularly useful for the speci cation of traversals. To describe traversals in standard rewriting without extra support for traversals, one has to resort to auxiliary function symbols, and rewrite rules have to beused to perform the actual traversal for the signature at hand usually one rewrite rule perterm constructor. Generic traversal primitives support an important dimension of genericity in programming. In 19 , for example, generic traversal strategies are used for language implementation: Algorithms for free variable collection, substitution, uni cation and others are de ned in a generic, that is, language-independent manner by suitably parameterised generic traversals.
Examples of generic traversals
In Figure 1 , four examples I IV of intentionally generic traversals are illustrated. In I, all naturals in the given term say tree are incremented as modelled by the rewrite rule N ! succN. We need to turn this rule into a traversal strategy because the rule on its own is not terminating when considered as rewrite system. The strategy should be generic, that is, it should be applicable to any term. In II, a particular pattern is rewritten according to the rewrite rule gP ! g 0 P . Assume that we want to control this replacement so that it is performed in bottom-up manner, and the rst matching term is rewritten only. The strategy to locate the desired node in the term is completely generic. The examples IIIand IV are examples of type-changing traversals, actually these are type-unifying traversals according 2 Lammel to 12,11 . In III, we might test some property of the term, e.g., if naturals occur at all. In IV, we collect all the naturals in the term using a left-to-right traversal.
Value of typing
The contribution of the article is a type system which c o vers generic traversals as needed for the examples above. In the present article, we restrict ourselves to type-preserving strategies. A more exhaustive treatment including type-changing strategies can befound in 10 . Let us understand why types are valuable. In general, typing should obviously prevent us from constructing ill-typed terms. Generic traversals typically employ many-sorted ingredients say rewrite rules. A type system and the corresponding dynamic semantics should ensure that the speci c ingredients are applied in a type-safe manner.
Consider, for example, the rewrite rule for incrementation N ! succN as assumed in example I above. This one-step rewrite rule should only beapplied to naturals during a traversal. On the other hand, the complete traversal must be able to process any term. A t ype system should also prevent the programmer from combining speci c and generic strategies in certain undesirable ways. Consider, for example, a left-biased choice` + Id where the ordinary rewrite rule`is applied if possible, and otherwise the generic default" Id triggers. One might argue that this strategy is generic because Id is applicable to terms of all possible sorts. Actually, we favour two other possible interpretations. Either we refuse this choice altogether because we would insist on the types of the argument strategies to be the same, or we take the non-generic argument type as the type of the compound strategy. In fact, strategies should not get generic too easily since we otherwise loose the valuable precision of a many-sorted type system. Even if ill-typed types cannot be constructed, accidentally generic strategies are likely to refuse terms leading to failure, or they leave terms unchanged in an untraceable manner.
Di culties of typing
Some strategy combinators are easier to type than others. Combinators for di erent kinds of choice, sequential composition, signature-speci c congruence operators and others are easy to type in a many-sorted setting. Some use of overloading and or parametric types might be necessary. Indeed, ELAN is based on such a many-sorted type system. By contrast, generic traversal primitives e.g., 2s to apply a strategy s to all immediate subterms of a given term as provided by Stratego or system S are more challenging since standard many-sorted types are not applicable, and also other well-established concepts like polymorphism are insu cient to model the kind of genericity needed. Generic traversal strategies have to be applicable to terms of any sort or at least to some class of types. Generic traversals are in a sense typedependent as opposed to polymorphism since they are usually derived from speci c ingredients say rewrite rules to deal with some distinguished sorts 3
Lammel in a speci c manner. We also refer the reader to 19,11 , where it is argued that typing generic traversals is di cult. Typing generic traversals is further complicated if type-changing strategies are covered 10 .
Contribution and structure of the article
In Section 2, we shortly recall untyped strategies including primitives for traversals. In Section 3, we discuss standard many-sorted types for typepreserving strategies. 2 In Section 4, we provide a type system which includes a generic strategy type TP for generic type-preserving strategies. To this end, we also need to introduce a type-dependent c hoice operator to mediate between many-sorted and generic strategies. In Section 5, we discuss implementation issues. In the course of the article, we show that our type system for strategies is sensible from a strategic programmer's point of view. We envision that the presented type system disciplines strategic programs employing generic traversals in a useful and not too restrictive manner. We also show that generic type-preserving strategies can more or less easily be implemented. The article is concluded in Section 6.
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Untyped strategies
We set up a rewriting calculus very much inspired by ELAN, the -calculus, and system S. We are very brief regarding explanations, examples, and details of the semantics. Some basic knowledge of strategic rewriting as found in 2,21,5 is a helpful background for reading the present article.
First, we give an overview on the strategy combinators we want to cover, and we explain how to de ne new ones by means of strategy de nitions. Then, we explain the semantic model for strategy application. Finally, we devote a Lammel detailed explanation to the generic traversal primitives included in our framework. 
Strategy combinators

The semantic model
The application of a strategy s to a term t is denoted by hsit. As for the dynamic semantics, we employ a judgement for strategy applicationh sit ; r where r is the reduct which is either a term t 0 or failure denoted by "". This model has been adopted from system S. Note that the given judgement is not su cient to de ne the semantics of applications of strategy de nitions. For that purpose, we had to propagate the de nitions via a context parameter. Note also that we assume that strategies are only applied to ground terms, and then also yield ground terms. 5 We employ a certain style for the speci cation of the deduction rules. We give positive rules for cases when the reduct is a term, and we give negative rules for the remaining cases with failure as the reduct.
We show an excerpt of the evaluation judgement in Figure 2 . It covers the positive and negative rules for asymmetric left-biased choice. These rules also illustrate why we need to include failure as reduct. Otherwise, the semantics could not query whether a certain application did not succeed cf. lchoice + :2 .
Generic traversal primitives
Let us take a closer look at the generic traversal primitives to apply a strategy s to all children 2s, or to some child 3s. The operators 2 and 3 are de ned like in system S. For brevity, we do not consider the hybrid operator 3 2 from system S which applies a strategy to one or more children. In Figure 3 , we show some useful derivable generic traversal strategies de ned in terms of 2 and 3. The de nitions are adopted from 21 except the last one. Note that is a meta-variable for strategies in all these de nitions. nat is an auxiliary strategy testing for naturals in terms of the congruence strategies for zero and succ. We use nat as type check to enable the applicability of the rewrite rule N ! succN in the de nition of traverse I . Recall, traverse I is meant to increment all naturals. The corresponding strategy is de ned in terms of the generic strategy stoptd cf. Figure 3 which descends 7
into the given term as long as the argument strategy does not succeed. This is exactly the traversal scheme we need to increment all naturals in a tree. Encountering naturals in a top-down manner we apply the incrementation rule, but then we do not further descend into the term. If we used topdown instead of stoptd, we describe a non-terminating strategy. The de nition of traverse I I is also very easy to read. traverse I I nds the rst pattern of form gx in bottom-up manner as required, and replaces it by g 0 x as expressed by the rewrite rule. Note the genericity of the traversals traverse I and traverse I I . They can beapplied to any term. Of course, the strategies are somewhat speci c because they rely on some constant or function symbols, namely zero, succ, g, and g 0 .
As an aside, since the present article only covers type-preserving strategies, we cannot implement the two other problems from the introduction.
The positive semantics rules for 2 and 3 are shown in Figure 4 . The rule all + :1 s a ys that 2s, when applied to a constant, immediately succeeds because there are no children which s has to beapplied to. 3 Many-sorted strategies
As a warm-up, we provide a type system for non-generic, say many-sorted type-preserving strategies. First, we will explain the model for the type system. Then, we discuss the actual deduction rules in some detail. Finally, w e 8
Lammel discuss some design properties of the type system, mainly to prepare it for an extension to cover generic strategies as developed in main part of the paper, that is, Section 4.
The type model
There are two levels of types. We h a ve t ypes for many-sorted terms and types for strategies. We use to range over sorts, to range over term types, and to range over strategy types. Thus, , contains a many-sorted term signature, variable declarations for term variables and strategy variables, and combinator type declarations originating from strategy de nitions. Let us state a few well-formedness requirements. We assume that the various kinds of symbols and variables are not confused i.e., there are di erent name spaces, and the symbols and variables are not associated with di erent types in , in particular, we do not consider overloading. All sorts used in some declaration have also to beintroduced in ,. All declarations have t o b e w ell-formed w.r.t. the well-formedness judgements de ned below. Note that , is assumed to be static say given in all upcoming judgements. Thus, we assume explicit type declarations for the various kinds of variables and symbols. 6 It is easy to infer , instead.
The principal judgement of the type system is the type judgement for strategies. It is of the form ,`s : , and it holds if the strategy s is of strategy type in the context of ,. Lammel 
Deduction rules
The deduction rules for the various judgements are shown in Figure 5 . For brevity, we omit the typing rules for strategy de nitions. Type-preservation is prescribed by the well-formedness judgement for strategy types cf. rule pi:1 . Some other rules also explicitly enforce typepreservation cf. rules comp:1 , apply , rule , id , fail , and congr . The type system for many-sorted strategies should not be regarded as a contribution of the present article. It is rather straightforward, and it corresponds very much to the kind of type system assumed for ELAN. Let 
Discussion
On the positive side, we can assign types to certain strategies as illustrated by the following example.
Example 3.1 The strategy ip-top from Example 2.1 is type-preserving. Thus, the type ip-top : Tree ! Tree can beapproved for its de nition.
On the negative side, there is no way to assign types to certain other strategies which we have seen so far. Certainly, we cannot assign types to generic traversals as they are not restricted to a speci c sort. But we cannot even assign types to some strategies which do not involve traversals. What are, for example, the types of try and repeat de ned in Example 2.2? In a sense, these combinators take a type-preserving strategy, and return a typepreserving strategy. Like Id and Fail, the combinators try and repeat could beassociated with many types. However, this view interferes with the ideal of unicity of typing. Actually, the typing rules for Id and Fail also violate unicity o f t yping, but as these are primitives, this violation can be regarded as an acceptable formulation of overloading, or as an encoding of an parametric type. 7 ,`s n : n ! n ,`fs 1 ; : : : ; s n : ! congr Figure 5 . Many-sorted type-preserving strategies 11 Lammel 
Lammel
Generic strategies
An important property of 2s and 3s is that they are supposed to be applicable to terms of any sort, i.e., they are generic. Clearly, this is also the case for Id and Fail. Contrast that with a rewrite rule. It is only applicable to a term of a speci c sort because of the way it is constructed from speci callytyped terms. Note that the parameters of the traversal primitives have to be generically typed, too. Consider, for example, 2s. The argument s must be potentially applicable to subterms of any sort. Thus, we need to add a form of generic strategy type to our type model. Then, we are able to assign types to strategies involving 2 and 3 and, at the same time, we also resolve the unicity problems with Id and Fail, and we can assign types to strategies like try and repeat. First, we will introduce a type to model generic type-preserving strategies. Then, the problem of mediation between many-sorted and generic strategies is considered. Finally, w e point out some convenient qualities of the resulting type system.
4.1
The type of all type-preserving strategies We extend our syntax for strategy types , namely we add one case for generic types . In this article, we only consider one particular generic type, namely TP representing the type of all Type-Preserving strategies. In 10 , we also consider type-changing strategies. Our grammar of types is extended as follows:
::= j ::= TP Example 4.1 All the strategies in Figure 3 are generic type-preserving strategies. Also, the argument strategy for all the de nitions is of type TP. The same holds for the strategies try and repeat de ned in Example 2.2. Thus, we assume the type TP ! TP for all these strategy de nitions.
In Figure 6 , we extend the typing judgements. We use a partial order , on types to measure genericity o f t ypes. A many-sorted type is`'less" generic or general than a generic type. Rule typeless:1 axiomatises TP. The rule says that ! , TP for all well-formed . This directly encodes the idea of type-preserving strategies. A strategy of type TP can be applied to a term of any sort. Id and Fail are de ned to be generic type-preserving strategies in rules id and fail . 2s and 3s and their argument strategy s are also de ned to be type-preserving in rules all and one .
The type system strictly separates many-sorted strategies such as rewrite rules, and generic strategies such as applications of 2. As for the moment being, we cannot turn many-sorted strategies into generic ones, neither the other way around. We will provide a corresponding re nement of the strategy 12 Figure 6 . Generic type-preserving strategies calculus soon. The well-typedness rule for strategy application cf. apply certainly clari es how a generic strategy can be applied to a term of a speci c sort.
Mediation between speci city and genericity
Now that we have typed generic traversal operators, the question is how we inhabit TP. So far, we only have two trivial constants of type TP, namely Id and Fail. We would like to construct generic strategies from rewrite rules. It turns out that we lack a construct to perform inhabitation in a typeful manner. We also need to relax the typing rules for some existing combinators in order to make it easy to apply generic strategies in a speci c context. One approach to the inhabitation of TP is to use a generic default initially Id and Fail, but not just these if the many-sorted strategy is not applicable for typing reasons. We might attempt to turn, for example, a rewrite ruleì nto a generic strategy using the forms` + Id or` + Fail. This is not a good idea since the operator + is concerned with choice controlled by success and failure. What we are looking for in the context of quali cation of speci c strategies to become generic, is a di erent form of choice. We need a typedependent form of choice where the speci c strategy is chosen if the actual term is covered by its domain. Otherwise the generic strategy serving as a 13
Lammel kind of default should be chosen. We introduce a corresponding operator:
The left argument is the many-sorted strategy whereas the right argument is the generic default. The static and dynamic semantics of the operator are de ned in Figure 7 . So far, we only considered one direction of mediation. We should also re ne our type system so that generic strategies can be easily applied in many-sorted contexts. This requirement amounts to a simple relaxation of the typing for argument strategies of the strategy combinators. Basically, we want to state that the type of a compound strategy like s 1 ; s 2 Figure 7 . Turning speci c strategies into generic ones employ , to relate formal and actual parameter types. There are no further non-generic contexts for the given combinator suite. A corresponding re nement of our type system is de ned in Figure 8 .
As for ; , w e relax the de nition of composable types to cover composition of a speci c and a generic type in both possible orders cf. rules comp:3 and comp:4 . As for + and hence for + as well, we do not insist on equal argument t ypes anymore, but we assume that we can determine the greatest lower bound for types w.r.t. , cf. rule choice . Finally, w e relax the argument t ypes for congruence strategies via the , relation. The re nement in a sense, automates the type specialisation for generic strategies. This is not considered as problem as opposed to hidden ways for a many-sorted strategy to become generic since an accidentally many-sorted strategy would be easily realised by the programmer when he or she attempts to apply the strategy in a generic context, that is, the type system will catch such accidents.
Properties of the calculus
Our ultimate typed strategy calculus is obtained by starting from many-sorted strategies cf. Figure 5 , and updating it with the , & operator cf. Figure 7 Lammel The type of a rewrite rule cf. rule rule is uniquely de ned by the involved terms. Unicity of typing holds, of course, for the type judgement for terms. The types for the constant strategies Id and Fail are uniquely de ned cf. rules id and fail . Induction step: The type of all argument strategies of all combinators are unique by the induction hypothesis. As for the binary operator ; , the result type is de ned as the type composed from the argument types. As for + , and + , the result type is de ned as the greatest lower bound of the argument t ypes. The corresponding judgements , ; and u , ; obviously encode functions. Hence, unicity o f t yping holds. The type of a congruence strategy cf. rule congr is dictated by the well-formed context which is used to lookup the sort of the function symbol at hand. Figure 7 and Figure 8 is really geared towards generic type-preserving strategies, and we assume that we have only two levels: many-sorted and generic strategies. Type-changing strategies especially rewrite rules are also sensible since strategies can control that type changes are performed consistently. This is di erent in conservative rewriting where type-changing rewrite rules are incompatible with the idea of a xed strategy like innermost. Especially, if we talk about generic strategies, one important subclass of type-changing strategies follows the scheme of type-uni cation 12 , that is, the result type of the generic strategy is of a xed type such as Boolean values or lists of naturals for the problems III and IV in the introduction regardless of the type of the input term. In addition to many-sorted and generic strategies, one might also consider strategies with a nite set of term types covered by them. Such strategies could becalled overloaded strategies. In this context, 
Implementation
The calculus S 0 TP and generalisations of it can be implemented without major problems. We have done simple experiments based on Prolog which allowed 17 us to execute the judgements for typing and reduction almost as is. There is one concern which needs to be addressed in order to obtain a practical implementation, namely the separation of typing and reduction. The reduction rules for hs 1 , & s 2 it involve premises to determine the type of the term t, and the type of the strategy s 1 cf. Figure 7 . Conceptually, this is ne because we point out in the most direct way that , & is about typedependent choice. Still this type-dependent reduction might be regarded as a debatable paradigm shift, and, in particular, as an obstacle for e cient implementation of S 0 TP . Fortunately, there is a simple way to eliminate the typing premises. The elimination is considered in this section in some detail.
We conclude the implementation section with an indication why TP can beintegrated into existing rewriting environments in a rather simple manner. As we can see, the static typing context is not needed anymore. Instead the reduction of hs 1 : , & s 2 it : relies on the annotations and . To be precise, the context is de nitely not needed for the semantics of , & anymore, but the combinators 2 and 3 deserve an additional comment.
Static elaboration
As these combinators descend into terms, the types of the subterms of a term also need to be known. Some options to accomplish this knowledge are the following: i We assume that all subterms are tagged by their types at any level of nesting. ii We can determine the type of any well-typed term via its outermost function symbol. The declarations of function symbols as being part of the typing context parameter , are su cient for that purpose.
iii We use specialised signature-aware variants of 2 and 3, that is, we had to instantiate the scheme for 2 and 3 for all function symbols.
All these formulations lead|more or less directly|to an e cient implementation. Option 1. has an impact on the representation of terms. Option 2. relies on an extra lookup perapplication of , & . Option 3. requires program generation.
Integration into rewriting environments
The calculus S 0 TP ts very well into the setting of a many-sorted strategic rewriting framework as ELAN. In ELAN, there is a module for many-sorted strategy combinators parameterised by a sort. One needs to instantiate this module for each relevant sort in the given signature. Consequently, the strategy combinators are overloaded for all possible sorts. Thus, one can say that typing for strategy expressions is realised in a sense by parsing. Generic typepreserving traversals are particularly simple to implement in such a setting. First, we add the distinguished sort TP and the combinators speci cally dened on it, namely Id, Fail, 2, and 3. The sort and the symbols can be de ned in a module dedicated to TP. Then, we need to overload , & for all sorts in the signature at hand in the same way as the ordinary manysorted strategy combinators. Each application of the combinator , & in a compound strategy refers to a speci c sort, and hence static elaboration is not needed to determine the type of the many-sorted strategy in a typedependent choice. The rewrite rules for 2 and 3 could begenerated by a pre-processor in similarity to the dynamic typing and implosion + explosion approach in 4 . One can also leave it to the rewrite engine to implement 2 and 3. As for type-dependent c hoice, the rewrite engine is in fact the more obvious choice. Here we assume that the rewrite engine has access to the type of the given term. To summarise, the described simple implementation is enabled by some fundamental concepts of ELAN, namely parameterised modules needed for sort-indexed overloading of strategy combinators, and a general 19
Lammel parsing method to cope with overloaded signatures and local ambiguities. A simple implementation is also conceivable for other frameworks for rewriting or algebraic speci cation.
Concluding remarks Polymorphism
Let us consider the type scheme underlying TP:
In the scheme, we point out that is a universally quanti ed type variable. It is easy to see that the scheme is appropriate. Generic type-preserving traversals process terms of any sort i.e., , and they return terms of the same sort i.e., . If we read the type scheme in the sense of parametric polymorphism, we can only inhabit it in a trivial way. The scheme can only beinhabited by the identity function. Hence, the kind of polymorphism underlying generic traversals goes beyond parametric polymorphism. Parametricity 22,15,13 does not holds since generic traversals usually employ many-sorted ingredients say rewrite rules to deal with some distinguished sorts in a speci c manner. This form of genericity implies that the reduction semantics involves type dependencies although the type of strategies and strategy applications is statically known. It is not clear how to inhabit somewhat arbitrary type schemes. This is also the reason that we do not favour type schemes to represent types of generic strategies in the rst place but we rather employ the distinguished constant TP.
Related work
In the present article, we developed a type system for term rewriting strategies. The contribution of the article is that generic traversals are covered, namely generic type-preserving ones. We have designed another model for typed strategies in the context of functional programming 11 . The latter approach originated in turn from our research on dynamically updatable generalised monadic folds for systems of datatypes 12 .
There is no previous work on statically typed generic strategies in the narrow context of rewriting. In 4 , dynamic types 1 are employed to cope with some generic traversal strategies in ELAN. A universal datatype any is used to represent terms of any" sort. For that purpose, a parameterised module any X is o ered which can be imported for any sort which is subject to generic programming via the any datatype. The module o ers an injection and a projection to mediate between any and the terms of sort X. As for generic traversals, there are explode and implode functions to destruct and construct terms say to access the children of a term. The actual implementation employs a transparent pre-processing approach to obtain a many-sorted instantiation of the interface of any X according to X, and program schemes 20
Lammel for explode and implode. Speci cations relying on any are type-safe. However, if during rewriting the manipulated terms of sort any do not represent terms of the intended sorts", at some point projection and term implosion is going to fail. This problem is irrelevant for S 0 TP since types are statically enforced, and there is no universal and hence imprecise sort like any.
The presented concepts were inspired by polytypic programming 8, 16 . A polytypic function is de ned by induction on its argument type with cases for sums, products, and others. Generic traversals in S 0 TP are performed in a somewhat similar manner. Generic traversals are de ned in terms of 2 and 3 corresponding to the polytypic cases for sums and products, usually by recursive strategy de nitions roughly corresponding to induction. While polytypic programming is placed in the context of higher-order functional programming, our approach contributes to the eld of strategic, not necessarily rst-order rewriting. An idea which is central to our approach is that we want t o h a ve simple but exible means to mix genericity and speci city i n t h e context of many-sorted signatures e.g., language syntaxes, while the bulk of polytypic programming focuses on statically de ned, polytypic values for all parameterised datatypes.
Perspective
The presented kind of types provides one important dimension of static information in strategic rewriting. Another dimension entirely ignored in the present article is failure analysis or determinism analysis. Generic traversal strategies are presumably accessible for such an analysis. It should be possible to capture this analysis in a type system. We think that this kind of type information would beextremely bene cial for actual strategic programming. Failure is a highly overloaded concept. It is used intentionally to force local backtracking in a choice. In many applications, it also triggers backtracking to go back to a remote choice point. It might also be used to force a kind of strict error handling subject to global failure triggered somewhere deep in a program. Finally, unintended applicability problems of strategies are also just manifested as failure. Consequently, debugging strategic programs is sometimes a pain.
Another topic for future work is the integration of our results into existing rewriting calculi. The -calculus 5 provides an ambitious rewriting calculus. Part of the -cube is typed but not generic traversals expressiveness 6 . One of the challenging properties of the -calculus is that rewrite rules are higherorder. The developed typed calculus S 0 TP could beeasily rephrased to cover some rst-order fragment of the calculus however with generic traversals!. The question is how generic traversals can beenabled for richer fragments in the -cube, e.g., fragments o ering higher-orderness, full polymorphism, and dependent types. 21
